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CHAPTER III 

DATA DESCRIBTION 

 

A. General Data 

1. General Profile  School Conditions of SMP Negeri 2 Babadan 

SMP Negeri 2 Babadan located in the Pondok village of Babadan 

Ponorogo, which the environment cares about education. That is visible 

from significant support in funding, in supervisory and public enthusiasm 

in improving the education of her son. Social conditions such as these 

make the school can develop a more adequate education and forward-

looking society in order to realize an intelligent, skilled, and has a 

powerful personality and faith. This is in line with the national education 

goals hinted at equilibrium cognitive, affective and psychomotor. 

People's desire to improve skills and coaching religion became the 

basis for development of various extracurricular and additional charges on 

extracurricular. The public demands very realistic since the two are the 

basis for the lives of children in the community. Therefore, the school 

seeks to accommodate the desires of the community as a form of 

cooperation in building schools and the implementation of one of the 

elements of school-based management. 

Economic conditions of the people who take advantage of 

educational   services in SMP Negeri 2 Babadan Ponorogo in generally is 
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at lower economic levels. The generally environment is as farmers, 

entrepreneurial, peasants and workers abroad. However, do not reduce the 

role of the community in promoting education seen from the support 

provided in the form of initiatives, funding and oversight. Schools are 

always working to be able to provide maximum service to children who 

have the economic background to the middle. However, any measures 

taken school always pay attention to economic conditions. 

SMP Negeri 2 Babadan Ponorogo is located on the outskirts of the 

city / town border, although school located belt provincial roads, but public 

transport does not pass from the south to the north. So students who live in 

the north terminal, to go to school (when riding public transportation) must 

pass through a detour that far. These conditions also need to be taken into 

consideration in determining the direction of education for children - 

children. Place half - half (border districts with the city) is a challenge for 

schools, educators, and children - children in education. Of course, this also 

affects the results achieved in the educational process. Socio-economic and 

geographic conditions above would not have to make the school behind in 

education. Education is growing so fast. Schools are always trying to 

provide education that is primed to be able to compensate for a variety of 

educational progress regionally, nationally and globally. Thus, the school 

will continue to follow the development of education in order to provide 

maximum service to the community on educational needs. In addition, the 
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school is obliged to provide education with regard pillars - the pillars of 

education and various kinds of intelligence of the children. Thus the school 

should pay attention to diversity and provide ample opportunity for 

children to develop their potential in accordance with the pillars of 

education and lifelong educational opportunities. 

2. Brief History 

SMPN 2 Babadan founded in Year 1997/1998, the school 

building financed by the World Bank. The school is equipped with 

adequate infrastructure includes office space, classrooms, skills, library, 

science lab, prayer and until 2010 there is also the Laboratory of ICT, 

media room, library facilities online / Learning Resource Center (PSB) and 

supporting facilities other. 

a. School Principal: 

First : Drs. H. Achmadi Sofwan ,Th 1997-1998 

Second : Nunuk Sri Murni Karyati, S.Pd,  Th 1998-2003 

Third : Retno Mumpuni, Th 2003-2007 

Fourth : Drs. Bibit Setiyono, M.Pd, Th 2007-2008 

Fifth:  Dra. Asih Setyowati, M.Pd, Th 2008-2011 

Sixth : Didik Yudi Astuti, S.Pd, Th 2011-sekarang 
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b. Educators: 

Educators SMP Negeri 2 Babadan is potential workers always 

innovating to develop teaching methods in order to achieve the quality 

of students, with educational backgrounds in accordance with the 

teaching field. 

c. Learners: 

Most learners SMPN2 Babadan are alumni SD / MI of Babadan 

and surrounding areas. Two years since the establishment of SMP 

Negeri 2 Babadan are in 1999 year students of SMP Negeri 2 Babadan 

been able to excel in the race walk District level, and continuously 

almost every year students of SMP Negeri 2 Babadan won in various 

fields. SMPN 2 Babadan Junior High School graduates can compete 

with SMP / Private others to be accepted at the high school / vocational 

Favorites. 

3. Visions and Mission of SMPN 2 Babadan 

a. Vision 

1). Realization of Curriculum Development SMP Negeri 2 Babadan. 

2). Realization of Innovative Learning Process. 

3). Achievement in Academic Affairs (Graduation) 

4). Increasing the Quality of Education. 

5). Fulfillment of Education Facilities and Infrastructure. 

6). Realization of Effective School Management and participative. 
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7). Realization of Financing Education Standards. 

8). Realization of Standard Assessment of Education. 

9). Achievement in Academic and Non-Academic. 

10). The Growing Character Based IMTAQ National Culture. 

11). The realization of people's awareness of the culture of the school 

environment. 

b. Mission 

1). Implement Curriculum Development of SMP Negeri 2 Babadan 

2).Implement Appropriate Curriculum Learning Process SMP Negeri 2 

Babadan. 

3). Increase the score - average value of the Subject UN. 

4).Implement Human Resource Development (Human Resources) 

Education 

5). Provide Education Facilities and Infrastructure. 

6).Implement Effective School Management Development and 

Participatory. 

7). Implement Development Education Financing. 

8). Implement Development of Educational Assessment. 

9). Implement Development Extracurricular Activities Academic and Non-

Academic 

10). Implement Development Activities Religious Affairs, Manners and 

realize cultured environment. 
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4. Geographical Layout Of School 

SMP Negeri 2 Babadan located on Jalan Raya Ponorogo Madiun 

KM.5. Desa Pondok Kecamatan Babadan Kabupaten Ponorogo. Distance 3 

miles from terminal Selo Aji Roxburgh, front Babadan gas station, beside BRI 

Babadan west and the south Pondok Pesantren Al-Iman. 

B.  Specific Data 

 The writer gets the data from the eighth grade of SMPN 2 class VIIIB 

Babadan about recount text in academic year 2014/2015. The students’ 

writing is taken from the English teacher. Those data is gotten from students’ 

recount text who wrote the texts with their experience topics. The researcher 

took only one class with twenty one students. But the researcher analyzes ten 

texts for be sample. The five is highest score and five is lowest score.
1
 

 

1. Text 1 by Gita Fitri Nuraini with the title “My Activities” 

This morning, my friend and I went to Yogyakarta. It place very far away. 

So we just rode our bus. 

Place very far after we boarded the bus, the bus it directly deliver to 

Yogyakarta. After arriving to the Borobudur we go down an buy ticket 

and go straight. There is a nice and beautiful scenic qualities. After the 

streets in Borobudur, we ate restaurant. 

                                                           
1
 See on appendix 11 
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In the afternoon, all of study and decide to go to Parangtritis some of my 

study tour tried to swim there however, the visitors who where brave to 

swim were only my student. After all, we all go home. It was so tiring but 

we were very happy.
2
 

2. Text 2 by Novianti Dian Saputri with the title “My Activities” 

This morning, my friends and I went to WBL (Wisata Bahari Lamongan). 

It the place very far away, so we just rode our bus. 

My friends and I went straight took into the WBl (Wisata Bahari 

Lamongan) after to arrive we all to come was bus and straight took for 

purchase ticket , then straight to enter and to try all games, and to see 

museums Tobe, after that we had lunch at restaurant, the food was dilicius. 

Before we to continue to walk, we took some photographs, after this we all 

went home. Holiday this very tiring but felt very happy.
3
 

3. Text 3 by Muhammad Daniel Fauzi with the title “My holiday in Idul 

Fitri” 

In the last Idul Fitri, I went to my grandmother’s house. My 

grandmother’s house in Surabaya I went there with my family. 

Once there we continued to rest, and tomorrow morning we went to the 

recreation that was Sigambal, it was a very beautiful waterfall. To get 

                                                           
2
 See on appendix 1 

3
 See on appendix 2 
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there we had trouble because the visitors are very crowded so we were 

stuck in traffic long enough, it’s about 0,5 km. Upon arriving at our 

destination immediately find a place to sit cross. Legged and put under on 

our luggage, then I change my clothes to take a shower under the 

waterfall splash. The scenery is very beautiful, so that we use to took 

pictures with my family after the shower and take pictures, my family and 

I took a break over lunch. And finally we dicided to go home my 

grandmother’s. My experience holiday very interesting, and wish seem 

for I can repeat.
4
 

4. Text 4 by Dandi Setyawan with the title “Holiday to the Museum” 

Four last years, we went to the Museum. There were four people in my 

group. We drove to the Bus and caught the 8 o’clock bus. When we got 

off the bus, it was pouring with rain. 

When we arrived at the Museum, we met our tour guide named Mr. 

Ihcwan. First, he took us into the dinosaurs exhibition. There were fake 

dinosaurs but they were awesome, scary and had roaring noises. Next, 

Mr.Ihcwan took as to where the games were. My group played hidden 

Tombs, it was easy. At we had to follow the cloes to get through the 

pyramid maze I found the first temb. 

                                                           
4
 See on appendix 3 
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Finally, we returned to school. It was time to go home. I loved going to 

the Museum. It was the best excursion I have ever been on.
5
 

5. Text 5 by Ulfa Nurkumalasali with the title “Study tour to 

Yogyakarta” 

Last years, students class 8 had studytour to yogyakrta. We went there by bus. 

We went to four location. First Dirgantoro Museum, and that Borobudur temple, 

Parangtritis Beaach, and last to Malioboro. 

After a long jurnay, we arrived in first location (Dirgantoro Museum). We have 

breakfast and also saw something in the museum. Then, we went to Borobudur 

Tample. In Borobudur Temple we took some pothograps and talked with 

thourist. After that we went to Parangtritis Beach. But, because the bad weather 

we stopped. Last a location we straight to Malioboro. In Malioboro I bought 

something for my family. Finally I and friends went at home. We disappointed 

because not went to Parangtritis Beach, but we were very happy.
6
 

6. Text 6 by  Tri Wahyuningsih with the title “My activity” 

This evening, my school SMPN 2 Babadan held tent programme in environment 

school. All students that school. 

At two o’clock P.M all student that SMPN to come along scout.  they together in 

school. Then all student to come along that camp live gave study and at five 

                                                           
5
 See on appendix 4 

6
 See on appendix 5 
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o’clock P.M all student, built tents together and one another to help. I and my 

friends very happy because at night there I camp fire.
7
 

 

 

7. Text 7 by Ninda Nazilia with the title “My activity” 

This morning, I, sister, grandmother, and father went into the fields to harvesting 

nuts. It there I and sister joined help out. Her path is not smooth and far but we 

were happy. 

Where we got there, I sat down and joined revoke beans ready harvest. Because 

cannot deprive me fall backward, although pain but I managed to pull. Then we 

rest under a tree and lunch. Upon completion harvest we all go home. This 

activity quite tried but I felling happy.
8
 

8. Text 8 by Yuliana with the title “My activity” 

This morning, all my friend and I went to explorer place. it was not very far from 

home, so we rode motorcycle. 

First, we went go to explorer place, and build up tent not very far from river. 

Then we lunch under shady Tree. Before, back to tent, we took some 

photographs with my friend. I was so tiring we were very happy.
9
 

9. Text 9 by  Nirfana Hanik Rofi‟ah eith the title “My activity” 

                                                           
7
 See on appendix 6  

8
 See on appendix 7 

9
 See on appendix 8 
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This morning, me and my friend for activities adiwiyata for cleane up a class and 

the vinicity of the school. 

First, we are gathered in front of the class for the split will be cleaned up. Friend 

do that, I also could part for irrigating flowers.
10

 

After that, me and my friends take of water for irrigating flowers. So all the 

activities are finish. All of environment and the class of clean and beautiful. This 

day is very tiring and my body all. But pain, we are very happy. 

10. Text 10 by Aditiya Elvandi Pradana without the title 

This afternoon, me and my friend do group. 

First we are gathered in front of my house wait other friend. After we go 

house friend for do assignment. Finish the task, me and my friend go home 

because evening time ago. 

This do group very happy, tough do group to much.
11

 

 

From ten samples above, the researcher will showed the result of analysis the 

generic structure and language feature of students recount text. 

Text 

 

Generic structure 

Orientation Even reorientation 

clear unclear Clear unclear clear unclear 

1 √  √  √  

2 √  √  √  

3 √  √  √  

                                                           
10

 See on appendix 9 

11
 See on appendix 10 
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4 √  √  √  

5 √  √  √  

6  √  √  √ 

7 √  √  √  

8 √   √ √  

9 √   √ √  

10  √  √  √ 

 

T

e

xt 

Language feature 

Past tense Noun/Pronou

n 

Conjunction/t

ime 

connectives 

Adverb/adver

bial phrases 

Adjective 

 

 

Appr

opria

te 

inapp

ropria

te 

Appr

opria

te 

inapp

ropria

te 

Appr

opria

te 

inapp

ropria

te 

Appr

opria

te 

inapp

ropria

te 

Appr

opria

te 

inapp

ropria

te 

1  √ √  √  √  √  

2  √ √  √  √  √  

3  √ √  √  √  √  

4 √  √  √  √  √  

5 √  √  √  √  √  

6  √ √  √  √   √ 

7 √  √  √  √  √  

8 √  √  √  √   √ 

9  √ √  √  √  √  

10  √ √  √  √  √  

 

Based on the result of analysis above, we can conclude that ten sample is has 

suitable generic structure and language feature of the recount text. 
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 

In this chapter, the researcher will analyze the coherency and showed the 

result of students recount text based to six characteristic of coherency. 

A. Analysis coherence of students recount texts 

1. Text 1 by Gita Fitri Nuraini with the title “My Activities”12
 

a. Analysis in term of conjunction 

In orientation the conjunction were and and so. in event the conjunction 

were after and and. in event there were two conjunction and in a series on 

one second sentence, ought to the first conjunction and deleted, so after go 

down used comma.  In  re-orientation  the conjunction are and and but. 

Conjunction and in re orientation not connect same form, all study was 

(noun) and decide was (verb). 

From some conjunctions used in this text, there were two improper 

conjunctions. So, totality this text used appropriate conjunction. 

b. Analysis in term of repetition key noun 

The key noun of this text is Yogyakarta. The repetition of key noun just in 

event, but there was repetition key noun in re orientation. So the repetition 

was inappropriate. 

                                                           
12

 See on appendix 1 
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c. Analysis in term of transition signal or word of transition 

The transition signal of this text were this morning, the afternoon, 

however and after all. So the transition signal was appropriate. 

d. Analysis in term of consistent pronoun 

The subjects of this text are Gita and her friend, so the pronoun was we. 

This text used consistent pronoun, from orientation, event and re 

orientation the pronoun is we. The consistent pronoun of this text was 

appropriate. 

e. Analysis in term of arrange the ideas in some kinds of logical order 

This text used two logical orders in event. First was chronological order 

and second was logical division of ideas. So the logical order on this 

paragraph was appropriate 

f. Analyze term of parallelism 

In this text there were three parallelisms, that was my friend and I in 

orientation, go down, buy ticket and go straight in event, and nice and 

beautiful in re orientation. The parallelism of this text was appropriate. 
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2. Text 2 by Novianti Dian Saputri with the title “My Activities”13
 

a. Analysis in term of conjunction 

In orientation the conjunction were and  and so. In event the conjunction 

were and, after, then and but. “Then straight to enter and to try all games, 

and to see museums Tobe” was one improper conjunction, because there 

were two conjunctions and in a series on this sentence. The correct was 

“then straight to enter, to try all games and to see museums Tobe” and in 

Re orientation the conjunction was but. The conjunction in this text was 

appropriate. 

b. Analysis in term of repetition key noun 

The key noun of this text was WBl.. The repetition of key noun just in 

event, but there was repetition key noun in re orientation. So the repetition 

was inappropriate. 

c. Analysis in term of  transition signal or word of transition 

The transition signals of this text were this morning, then, and after that. 

There was no transition signal in reorientation like finally to be the 

conclusion. So the transition signal of this text was inappropriate. 

d. Analysis in term of  consistent pronoun 

The subjects of this text are Novi and her friend, so the pronoun was we. 

This text used consistent pronoun, from orientation, event and re 

                                                           
13

 See  on appendix 2  
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orientation the pronoun is we. The consistent pronoun of this text was 

appropriate. 

e. Analysis in term of arrange the ideas in some kinds of logical order 

This text use chronological order to arrange the ideas of logical order. So 

the logical order on this text was appropriate. 

f. Analysis in term of parallelism 

There were two parallelisms of this text that is my friend and I and to 

enter, to try all games and to see museum. So the parallelism of this text 

was appropriate. 

 

3. Text 3 by Muhammad Daniel Fauzi with the title “My Holiday in Idul 

Fitri”14
 

a. Analysis in term of conjunction 

In event the conjunction were and, because, so and after. There were 

improper conjunction in event, that is “and tomorrow morning” in first 

sentence of event and “and finally” in last sentence of event. the 

conjunction and of the sentences not connect two same form. In Re 

orientation  the conjunction was and. Totality the use of conjunction on 

this text has been appropriate conjunction. 

 

                                                           
14

 See on appendix 3 
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b. Analysis in term of repetition key noun 

The key noun of this text was grandmother’s house, but in event and re 

orientation discuss about Sigambal and not used grandmother’s house 

word to be the repetition of key word. So, the repetition of key noun was 

inappropriate. 

c. Analysis in term of  transition signal or word of transition 

There were three transition signal of this text that is in the last, then and 

finally. Totality used of transition signal on this text was appropriate. 

d. Analysis in term of  consistent pronoun 

The text use consistent pronoun because used pronoun I from orientation 

until re orientation. So the consistent pronoun of this text was 

appropriate. 

e. Analyses in term of arrange the ideas in some kinds of logical order. 

The text used chronological order that discuss the event by time. So the 

logical order in this paragraph was appropriate. 

f. Analyze in term of parallelism 

There were two parallelism of this text, that is legged and put and was my 

family and I. The parallelism in this text was appropriate. 
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4. Text 4 by Dandi Setyawan with title “Holiday to the Museum”15
 

a. Analysis in term of conjunction  

In orientation the conjunction were and and when. In event the 

conjunction were and, when and but.. All the conjunctions used in this text 

were appropriate. 

b. Analysis in term of  repetition key noun 

The key noun of this text was Museum. The repetition key noun was in 

event and in re orientation so the repetition of key noun was appropriate. 

c. Analysis in term of  transition signal or word of transition 

There were four transitions signal of this text that is last year, first, next 

and finally. So the transition signal of this text was appropriate. 

d. Analysis in term of  consistent pronoun 

This text used inconsistent pronoun, because from orientation until event 

the pronoun was we, but in orientation the pronoun was I. So the 

consistent pronoun of this text was inappropriate. 

e. Analyses in term of arrange the ideas in some kinds of logical order.  

This text used chronological order that discuss the event by time. The 

logical order of this text was appropriate. 

f. Analyze in term of parallelism 
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 See on appendix 4 
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Only one parallelism of this text that is drove to the Bus and caught the 8 

o’clock, so the parallelism in this text was inappropriate. 

5. Text  5 by Ulfa Nurkumalasali with the title “Study tour to 

Yogyakarta”16
 

a. Analysis in term of conjunction 

In orientation the conjunction was and, but there were two conjunction 

and in a series in one sentence” First Dirgantoro Museum, and that 

second Borobudur temple, third Parangtritis Beaach, and last to 

Malioboro”. In Event the conjunction were after, and, but, and because. 

In re orientation: the conjunction was but. Only one unsuitable 

conjunction, but in brief the conjunction have been use in this paragraph 

was appropriate. 

b. Analysis in term of repetition key noun 

The key noun of this text was study tour. But there was not repetition key 

noun in event and re orientation. So the repetition in this text was 

inappropriate. 

c. Analysis in term of transition Signal 

The transition signals of this text were last year, first, last, second, then, 

after and finally.  Totality the transition signal that has been use in this 

paragraph was appropriate. 

                                                           
16

 See on appendix 5 
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d. Analysis in term of consistent pronoun 

The pronoun of this text from orientation until the event was we, but in re 

orientation the pronoun was I and my. So the consistent pronoun of this 

text was inappropriate. 

e. Analyses in term of arrange the ideas in some kinds of logical order. 

This text used chronological order that discuss the event by time. The 

logical order of this text was appropriate. 

f. Analysis in term of parallelism 

The parallelism of this text were first Dirgantoro Museum (noun) and then 

Borobudur temple (noun), Parangtritis Beach (noun), and last to 

Malioboro (noun). Then, take some photographs and talked with tourist 

and I and my friend The parallelism in this text was appropriate. 

 

6. Text 6 by Tri Wahyuningsih with the title „‟My activity”17
 

a. Analysis in term of conjunction 

Only one conjunction in this text that was and. there was unsuitable 

conjunction of second sentence in event. “Live gave study and at five 

o’clock”. The conjunction and in this sentence not connect same form. So 

the conjunction in this text was inappropriate. 
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 See on appendix 6 
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b. Analysis in term of repetition key noun 

The key noun of this text was tent. But there was not repetition key noun 

in re orientation. So the repetition in this text was inappropriate. 

c. Analysis in term of transition signal 

The transition signals of this text were this evening and then. There was no 

transition signal in reorientation like finally to be the conclusion. So the 

transition signal of this text was inappropriate. 

d. Analysis in term of consistent pronoun 

This text used more one pronoun as I, all and they. So the consistent 

pronoun of this text was inappropriate. 

e. Analyses in term of arrange the ideas in some kinds of logical order. 

This text used chronological order that discuss the event by time. The 

logical order of this text was appropriate. 

f. Analyze term of parallelism  

Only one parallelism of this text that is drove to the bus and caught the 8 

o’clock, so the parallelism of this text was inappropriate. 
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7. Text 7 by Ninda Nazilia with the title “My Activity”18
 

a. Analysis in term of conjunction 

In orientation: the conjunction was and and but. In  event the conjunction 

were and and because. In re orientation: the conjunction was but. So the 

conjunction in this text was inappropriate. 

b. Analysis in term of repetition key noun 

Key noun of this text was harvesting nuts. But there was not repetition in 

event and re orientation. So the repetition on this text was inappropriate. 

c. Analysis in term of transition signal 

The transition signals of this text were this morning and then. There was 

no transition signal in reorientation like finally to be the conclusion. So the 

transition signal of this text was inappropriate. 

d. Analysis in term of consistent pronoun 

This text used two pronouns that were I and we. So the consistent pronoun 

of this text was inappropriate. 

e. Analyses in term of arrange the ideas in some kinds of logical order. 

This text used chronological order that discuss the event by time. The 

logical order of this text was appropriate. 

f. Analyses in term of parallelism 
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 See on appendix 7 
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Only one parallelism in this text that is not smooth and far. So the 

parallelism of this text was inappropriate. 

 

8. Text 8 by Yuliana with the title “My activity”19
 

a. Analysis in term of conjunction 

In orientation the conjunction was and and so, in event the conjunction 

was and and before. Totality the conjunctions the text was appropriate. 

b. Analysis in term of repetition key noun 

They key noun of this test was explore place.  But there was not repetition 

of key noun in event and reorientation, so the repetition of key noun was 

inappropriate. 

c. Analysis in term of transition signal 

The transition signals of this text were this morning, first, then and before. 

There was no transition signal in reorientation like finally to be the 

conclusion. So the transition signal of this text was inappropriate. 

d. Analysis in term of consistent pronoun 

The pronouns in this text were I and we, so the consistent pronoun of this 

text was inappropriate. 

e. Analyses in term of arrange the ideas in some kinds of logical order. 
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 See on appendix 8 
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The logical order of this text was not clear so the logical order was 

inappropriate. 

f. Analysis in term of parallelism 

There was one parallelism in this text that was my friend and I. So the 

parallelism in this text was inappropriate. 

 

9. Text 9 by Nirfana Hanik Rofi‟ah with the title “My activity”20
 

a. Analysis in term of conjunction 

In orientation the conjunction were and and for. In event the conjunction 

were for, and and so. There were some unsuitable used conjunction as for 

in first sentence, and in fifth sentence has two conjunction and in as series. 

And but in last sentence was unsuitable conjunction. In  reorientation: the 

conjunction was but. So the conjunction in this text was inappropriate. 

b. Analysis in term of repetition key noun 

The key noun of this text was activities Adiwiyata . But there was not 

repetition event and reorientation. So, the repetition of key noun on this 

paragraph was inappropriate. 
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 See on appendix 9 
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c. Analysis in term of transition Signal 

The transition signals of this text were this morning, first, and after that. 

There was no transition signal in reorientation like finally to be the 

conclusion. So the transition signal of this text was inappropriate. 

d. Analysis in term of consistent pronoun 

This text used pronoun we from orientation until reorientation. So the 

consistent pronoun was appropriate. 

e. Analyses in term of arrange the ideas in some kinds of logical order. 

The logical order of this text was not clear so the logical order was 

inappropriate. 

f. Analysis in term of parallelism 

The parallelism of the text were me and my friend, a class and vicinity, 

environment and the class and clean and beautiful. The parallelism of this 

text was appropriate. 

 

10. Text 5 by Aditiya Elvandi Pradana without the title
21

 

a. Analysis in term of conjunction 

In orientation: the conjunction was and. In event the conjunction were 

after, and and because. There were unsuitable conjunctions of this text so 

the conjunction was inappropriate. 
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b. Analysis in term of repetition key noun 

The key noun of this text was do group. Do group have to change 

become made a group. There was not repetition of this text so the 

repetition of key noun was inappropriate. 

c. Analysis in term of transition signal 

The transition signals of this text were this afternoon and first. There 

was no transition signal in reorientation like finally to be the conclusion. 

So the transition signal of this text was inappropriate. 

d. Analysis in term of consistent pronoun 

The text use pronoun me and we, so the consistent pronoun was 

inappropriate. 

e. Analyses in term of arrange the ideas in some kinds of logical order. 

The logical order of this text not clears, so the logical was 

inappropriate. 

f. Analysis in term of parallelism 

Only one parallelism, so the parallelism in this text was 

inappropriate. 
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CHAPTER V 

CLOSING 

After conducting the research, doing the analysis and presenting the 

results, the conclusion and suggestion of this study will be presented in this 

chapter. 

A. Conclusion  

  The result of the study showed from ten samples of studens’ recount 

text, there are two coherence texts, four are fairly coherence texts and four are 

incoherence texts. There are some students used improper criteria of 

coherence in the recount texts. First, improper conjunctions are 30%. Second, 

improper repetition of key noun is 90%. Third, improper transition signals are 

60%. Fourth, Improper consistent pronoun is 60%. Fifthly, improper logical 

order is 30%. The last, improper parallelism is 50%. The biggest improper 

criteria of coherency used by students located in repetition of key noun and 

the least improper criteria of coherency used by students located in 

conjunction and logical order. 
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B. Suggestion  

Considering to the result, discussion and conclusion of this study and 

also in order to make this study more useful and meaningful in education 

field, the researcher presents some suggestion as follows: 

1. The teacher should be able to conduct good arrangement in writing 

recount text. Then, the participants of teaching and learning writing 

process are able to evaluate whether the characteristic of good writing is 

appropriate to be conducted in their writing, especially in writing recount 

text. 

2. The teacher should be able to give more explanation about the 

characteristic of good writing that is used in writing recount text. One of 

them is coherence. So, the students are being able to make recount text 

well. 

 


